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SNAPSHOT: 

• Market Cap:  Rs. 6,500 Cr. 

• Book Value:  Rs. 16 

• Stock P/E: 38 

• OPM: 78 % 

• ROCE: 63 % 

 

• Equity capital:  29.8 Cr. 

• Face Value: Rs.1 

 

• Enterprise Value:  7,200 Cr. 

• Enterprise Value to EBIT: 30  

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

1) Indian Energy Exchange: 
 

➢  Indian Energy Exchange is a Power 
Exchange, licensed by the Central 
Electricity Regulatory Commission (CERC) 
for spot trading in power / electricity and 
trading of Renewal Energy Certificate 
(REC) and Energy Saving Certificates 
(ESCerts).  
 

➢ The main activity of the company is to 
provide an automated platform and 
infrastructure for carrying out trading in 
electricity units for physical delivery of 
electricity. 
 

➢ The IEX offers a transparent pricing 
mechanism and liquidity to participants 
on its platform.  

 

➢ Increasing traction of short-term market 
with shift of volumes towards the power 
exchanges and with the launch of new 
products will aid IEX to garner more 
market share in the coming years. 
 

➢ Also, with the launch of India’s first Gas 
Exchange, IEX will be at the forefront to 
lead the gas market in India.  
 

➢ Despite the slowdown in the month of 
April & May owing to the lockdown, 
volumes on IEX have grown at 14% YoY. 
 
 

➢ It  
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2) Product Offerings & Revenue Breakup FY20:  

 

3) Investing Thesis: 

 

Monopolistic Business Environment: 

 

➢ IEX has been able to significantly scale up its operations over the years creating market 

dominance. IEX currently holds a market share of ~90/95%. 

➢ Competitor PXIL currently is a loss-making entity with a market share of only ~5%.  

➢ NPEX is another power exchange incorporated in 2009 and promoted by PFC, NTPC, NHPC, 

and TCS. However, the operation is yet to be commenced.  

➢ The major reason for the growth of IEX is its superior technology platform, better price 

discovery and higher customer participation. 

 

Indian Power Market at an Emerging Phase compared to Its Global Peers: 

 

➢ Power exchanges globally work on the principle of market efficiency, competitive price 

discovery mechanism, transparency and risk mitigation.  

➢ The power exchanges across the world work on different models suitable for their regions 

such as in Australia and the US have a mandatory power market model while Nordpool, EPEX 

(Europe) and IEX (India) works on the voluntary market model. 
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➢ India’s power market resembles the EU power market in terms of structure, competition, 

regulation and pricing.  As compared to its global peers, penetration of power exchanges in 

India is very less at present. 

 

Launch of several New Products: 

➢ Real Time Markets (RTM) – RTM trading started recently from 1st June,2020, the company 

received overwhelming response from its customers and witnessed volume of 515 MU in the 

first month comprising 10% of the total volume traded on IEX during the month.  

➢ IEX is aiming to capture market share from DSM which is currently 22.6 BU market by 

introducing RTM product.  

➢ RTM has been of immense significance for the utilities and industries in managing real time 

power demand-supply variations in the most efficient and competitive manner. 

 

➢ Longer Duration Contracts (LDC) – LDC (to be launched soon) will try to capture market share 

from Banking and Bilateral category which is 58.1 BU market. 

➢  IEX was losing out to bilateral trades as the maximum tenure of its product was 11 days as 

compared to < 1 year for later.  

➢ LDC will enable big shift from bilateral trades to power exchange. LDC is expected to be 

launched soon as decade old dispute on jurisdiction between SEBI and CERC is resolved.  

 

➢ Green Term Ahead Markets – Products for market participants to trade in renewable energy 

on pan-India basis in transparent, flexible, competitive and efficient manner.  

➢ The proposed power traded through Green – TAM would be accounted towards meeting the 

RPO obligations of participants.  
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➢ The trading in the Green TAM commenced on August 21, 2020 with trading in Intraday and 

day-ahead contracts while trading in daily and weekly contracts to commence soon.  

 

➢ Cross Border Trade (to be launched soon) – India has signed MOU with Bhutan, Bangladesh, 

Nepal, Myanmar to improve power connectivity with these neighbouring countries for cross 

border trade of electricity.  

➢ The designated authority has issued the draft procedure for approval, post finalization of the 

procedure neighbouring countries will be able to participate in the trading platform of power 

exchanges. 

 

Short Term Power Market Gaining Momentum:  

 

➢ Indian power market is currently dependent upon long term contracts to meet their overall 

power requirements.  

➢ However, to meet a sudden increase or decrease in demand and supply, the short-term 

market plays a vital role. Short Term Market (STM) represents contracts of less than a year for 

electricity. 

➢ The major beneficiary of increasing short term market volume will be IEX owing to their pan 

India coverage, low unit price and wide range of product offerings. 

➢ During the Covid-19 lockdown, IEX has seen a shift in the volumes towards power exchanges. 

➢ Many discoms have resorted to power exchanges to optimize their costs owing to lower 

prices of power on the exchanges as compared to other modes.  

➢ IEX has seen an increase in volumes forQ1FY21 by 14% to 14.85 BUs from 12.99 BUs the same 

period last year. 

 

Opportunities in The Indian Gas Market: 

 

➢ Gas is another form of energy which is considered to be a cleaner form of fuel. 

➢  Currently, the share of gas 

in the Indian energy mix is 

around 6.2% which the 

government aims to 

increase to 15% to make 

India a Gas based economy.  

➢ IEX has recently floated a 

wholly owned subsidiary 

named Indian Gas Exchange 

facilitating trading of gas in 

India.  

➢ IEX has created this gas 

trading platform in 

partnership with GMEX, a UK company.  
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➢ The company is the first exchange in this sector and will be the major beneficiary in the 

growth of the gas market in India. 

 

➢ IGX will currently facilitate the delivery of gas at three delivery hubs – Dahej, Hazira in Gujarat 

and Kakinada in Andhra Pradesh.  

➢ The company plans to initially capture ~2-3% of the spot market volume.  

➢ In the first month of the launch, the company has already onboarded 12 members and 350+ 

clients covering all gas consuming sectors.  

➢ With the growing consumption of gas across the sector, IGX will play a vital role in 

increasing the liquidity and building a better mechanism for the gas market in India. 

 

 

Efficient Price Discovery Mechanism: 

 

➢ IEX commenced operations with 58 participants which has now increased to 6700+ 

participants which includes distribution companies, electricity generators, industries, 

renewable energy generators & obligated entities, energy saving certificates entities.  

➢ The continuous rise in participants have enabled the exchange to attract more volumes 

which has enabled it to efficient price discovery mechanism.  

 

4) Key Risks: 

 

Regulatory Risk  

Trading on a power exchange is governed by CERC which acts as a regulator for the power 

market. Transaction fees charged by IEX are set by the regulator and only they can change or 

modify the fees for trading on power exchange. This poses a risk for the company’s revenue in 

case the regulator decides to lower the transaction fees.  

Technological Risks  

IEX is a technology-based platform provider for trading of power. The use of obsolete technology 

along with the threat to data security could affect the operations of the company.  

Competition Risk  

At present, IEX enjoys a monopolistic business environment with limited threat from peers. 

However, any shift of volumes to PXIL or the new entity will affect the growth prospects of the 

company. 
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5) Financials:  

 
➢ The company has been growing at a CAGR of 10% for the last five years owing to robust 

technology and new product offering leading to a shift of volumes from the short term and 

long-term contracts.  

➢ IEX has an asset light business model with an EBIDTA margin of around 80% in FY20.  

➢ The major cost for the company is technology and manpower cost which accounts for 

around 20% of its revenue.  

➢ With the launch of gas exchange, IEX’s manpower cost is expected to increase by ~ ₹18-20 

crores p.a., however, we expect the company to maintain its margin around 80% levels for 

the next few years with increasing volumes. 

• IEX has no debt in its books and a superior return profile earning a ROE/ROCE of more than 

40/50%. We expect the company to easily maintain this level going forward. 
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Our View: 

• With the launch of India’s first Gas Exchange, IEX will be at the forefront to lead the gas 
market in India.  

• Along with a transparent pricing mechanism and liquidity to participants on its platform and 
an Increasing traction of short-term market with shift of volumes towards the power 
exchanges, coupled with the launch of new products and a very robust balance sheet, we 
are positive that IEX has a very bright future.  

 

 

We are not yet a SEBI registered Research Analyst. Thus, please make your own decision, 

as blindly acting on anyone else’s research and opinions can be injurious to your wealth. 


